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Remember, SchmartBoard Makes a Great 
Stocking Stuffer 
"Tried out your board this evening - VERY COOL!, I'll show it 
around, Good work"- Tom Rowley, W2TER 
 
"I have been making my projects on copper/etch boards for 
years. All of them have been dip/through-hole boards. 
Unfortunately, many wonderful ICs I'd like to use are only 
manufactured in surface mount, small pitch packages. I am 
getting frustrated. I believe that SchmartBoard may be the 
answer to all my dreams of using these chips that seem to be 
the domain of engineers and high-tech manufacturers. Maybe now I can design that 'World-
Changing' project buried in the back of my head!" (somewhere) Michael Cimkowski, MiSys 
Consulting Service 

Casting Call 
SchmartBoard is making a video for use in marketing and the press. We 
need people in the bay area who have used SchmartBoard and would like 
to be on film speaking about the new SchmartBoard|ez. We need 
engineers, educators, hobbyists, and students. For consideration contact 
neal.Greenberg@schmartboard.com 
 
SchmartBoard in The News 
The Quest for a 21st Century Prototyping Board can be read in the Citizen 
Scientist. It is the story of how the SchmartBoard concept evolved into 
what it is today. 

New SchmartDevelopers: 
Joe Clark-Kansas City, MO USA 
M.D. Mahbubur Rasheed - Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Laribe Fabrice - Bordeaux France 
Jerry Rutherford - Overland KS USA 
For questions on this great new program contact hiral.jhaveri@schmartboard.com 

Distributor News 
A new distributor in the land of Dell-Bantam Electronics in Austin, Texas (www.bantamei.com) 

Schmartboard December Contest Winner 
This month's winner of a $30 combo pack is Ed Fillpi of Kent State University! 

 
We have started a program to reward those who are active in our Yahoo Groups community. 
This month's winner of a SchmartBoard $30 Combo Pack is Chip Webber and instructor at the 
University of Arkansas! 
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